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“Higher learning has become especially critical in today’s knowledge society. To

succeed in the workplace, students must prepare for jobs that are rapidly
changing, use technologies that are still emerging, and work with colleagues
from

(and often in) all parts of the globe.” (Adelman, C., Ewell, P., Gaston, P., & Schneider, C., 2014, p

COMPETENCY-BASED LEARNING

“Competency-based strategies provide flexibility…allows students to progress as they demonstrat
mastery of academic content, regardless of time, place, or pace of learning…leads to better
student engagement because the content is relevant to each student and tailored to their uniqu
(The US Department of Education, 2013, para 1)
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APPLYING DEGREE QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE (DQP) AS
FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSMENT
“The DQP also points to the many ways in which students now demonstrate their proficiencies.
While conventional testing may still be useful, the DQP holds that students provide more
persuasive evidence of their learning through their completion of assigned tasks and major
projects within and beyond the classroom.” (Adelman, C., Ewell, P., Gaston, P., & Schneider, C., 2014,
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DEGREE QUALIFICATIONS PROFILE (DQP): STUDENT
PERFORMANCE
Proficiencies organized in five broad categories.


Specialized Knowledge. Beyond the vocabularies, theories, and skills of fields of study, Addresses what students in
any specialization should demonstrate with respect to the specialization.



Broad and Integrative Knowledge. This category asks students at all degree levels covered in the DQP to
consolidate learning from different broad fields of study — the humanities, arts, sciences, and social sciences.



Intellectual Skills. Both traditional and non-traditional cognitive operations are included: analytic inquiry, use of
information resources, engaging diverse perspectives, ethical reasoning, quantitative fluency, and communicative
fluency.



Applied and Collaborative Learning. This element of the DQP emphasizes what students can do with what they
know, demonstrated by innovation and fluency in addressing unscripted problems in scholarly inquiry, at work and
in other settings outside the classroom.



Civic and Global Learning. Responsibilities both to democracy and to the global community, this fifth area of
learning addresses the integration of knowledge and skills in applications that facilitate student engagement with
and response to civic, social, environmental and economic challenges at local, national and global levels.

(Adelman, C., Ewell, P., Gaston, P., & Schneider, C., 2014,

SYNERGY OF INTERNSHIPS AND COMPETENCY-BASED LEARNING
Internships organized as learning activities can also encourage application of sociology concepts
and methods to complex problems, critical thinking, strong communication and interpersonal skills,
and personal and social responsibility.
(O’Neill, 2010, p. 7)
The five proficiencies outlined by the DQP include specialized knowledge, broad and integrative
knowledge, intellectual skills, applied and collaborative learning, civic and global learning.
Creating high-impact experiential practices provide opportunity to embed these proficiencies in
student degree plans. Presenting internships provides a connection for students to prove what they
have learned and continually gain feedback throughout the experience. Internships provide a
vehicle for students to demonstrate proficiency in a competency-based degree plan.
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THE EMERGENCE OF ONLINE INTERNSHIPS
“Students participate in a supervised setting and ‘learn by doing’ as they are applying
theories and concepts from coursework in an authentic professional setting.”
(Selby & Giannoni, 2013, p. 501)
 There are increasing opportunities for online (virtual) internships.
 Particularly preferred by adult students due to flexibility in time

commitments (work can be done anytime, anywhere) and is very
cost-effective.

 Students have opportunity to demonstrate proficiencies in

professional environment and gain feedback, coaching, and
networking opportunities.

 Provides qualitative measurement to assess student learning.
 Excellent opportunity to engage locally, nationally or globally to

participate in citizenship, develop intercultural communication and
apply their knowledge in authentic context.

COMPETENCY-BASED LEARNING THROUGH ONLINE INTERNSHIPS
“Learning in a meaningful context will be more easily retrieved
than that which is acquired in isolation.”
(Tsai, Shen, & Lee, 2011, p. 42)
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OPPORTUNITIES AND BENEFITS FOR ALL

“The core theoretical concepts of constructivism are indeed re-emerging in the 21st Century
approaches
of experiential learning, including service learning, community-based learning,
externship/internship programs
and some competency-based learning programs.” (Giannoni & Selby, 2014, p.11)
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